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Noted for its crystal clear explanations, this book is considered the most
comprehensive introductory text to structural equation modeling (SEM). Noted for
its thorough review of basic concepts and a wide variety of models, this book
better prepares readers to apply SEM to a variety of research questions.
Programming details and the use of algebra are kept to a minimum to help
readers easily grasp the concepts so they can conduct their own analysis and
critique related research. Featuring a greater emphasis on statistical power and
model validation than other texts, each chapter features key concepts, examples
from various disciplines, tables and figures, a summary, and exercises. Highlights
of the extensively revised 4th edition include: -Uses different SEM software (not
just Lisrel) including Amos, EQS, LISREL, Mplus, and R to demonstrate
applications. -Detailed introduction to the statistical methods related to SEM
including correlation, regression, and factor analysis to maximize understanding
(Chs. 1 – 6). -The 5 step approach to modeling data (specification, identification,
estimation, testing, and modification) is now covered in more detail and prior to
the modeling chapters to provide a more coherent view of how to create models
and interpret results (ch. 7). -More discussion of hypothesis testing, power,
sampling, effect sizes, and model fit, critical topics for beginning modelers (ch. 7).
- Each model chapter now focuses on one technique to enhance understanding
by providing more description, assumptions, and interpretation of results, and an
exercise related to analysis and output (Chs. 8 -15). -The use of SPSS AMOS
diagrams to describe the theoretical models. -The key features of each of the
software packages (Ch. 1). -Guidelines for reporting SEM research (Ch. 16).
-www.routledge.com/9781138811935 which provides access to data sets that
can be used with any program, links to other SEM examples, related readings,
and journal articles, and more. Reorganized, the new edition begins with a more
detailed introduction to SEM including the various software packages available,
followed by chapters on data entry and editing, and correlation which is critical to
understanding how missing data, non-normality, measurement, and restriction of
range in scores affects SEM analysis. Multiple regression, path, and factor
models are then reviewed and exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis is
introduced. These chapters demonstrate how observed variables share variance
in defining a latent variables and introduce how measurement error can be
removed from observed variables. Chapter 7 details the 5 SEM modeling steps
including model specification, identification, estimation, testing, and modification
along with a discussion of hypothesis testing and the related issues of power,
and sample and effect sizes.Chapters 8 to 15 provide comprehensive
introductions to different SEM models including Multiple Group, Second-Order
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CFA, Dynamic Factor, Multiple-Indicator Multiple-Cause, Mixed Variable and
Mixture, Multi-Level, Latent Growth, and SEM Interaction Models. Each of the 5
SEM modeling steps is explained for each model along with an application.
Chapter exercises provide practice with and enhance understanding of the
analysis of each model. The book concludes with a review of SEM guidelines for
reporting research. Designed for introductory graduate courses in structural
equation modeling, factor analysis, advanced, multivariate, or applied statistics,
quantitative techniques, or statistics II taught in psychology, education, business,
and the social and healthcare sciences, this practical book also appeals to
researchers in these disciplines. Prerequisites include an introduction to
intermediate statistics that covers correlation and regression principles.
Title: Use Structural Equation Modeling: Theory and ApplicationWhen we have
latent variables in our research, the only suitable procedure is Structural Equation
Modeling (SEM). This procedure is specifically designed to measure the
unobserved variables which cannot be observed directly. There are times that we
cannot solve the research problems using only the observed variables. Thus,
SEM procedure is the answer for this. In this book, the writer explains two types
of SEM, namely Covariance Based Structural Equation Modeling (CBSEM) and
Partial Least Square Based Structural Equation Modeling (PLS SEM). The first
one is mainly for the normally distributed data and the second one is for the non normally distributed data. The calculation of CBSEM will be assisted using
LISREL and PLS SEM will be assisted using Smart PLS. This book will discuss
the following matters:* Part I: Covariance Based Structural Equation Modeling
(CBSEM)o Basics: this will cover the definition, basic concept, history, uses,
underlying assumption, and index of goodness of fit of the model.o General
Models in CBSEM: this will explain about several models in CBSEM, such as
Confirmatory Factor Analytic Model (CFA), Second Order CFA Model and Full
Latent Variable Model (LV) as well as the structural model and measurement
model. o Application in Data Analysis: it will give some examples in the research
concerning the relationship among the variables we study, such as an exogenous
and endogenous variable model, an exogenous and endogenous variable model
with the intervening variable; and an exogenous and endogenous variable model
with moderation. * Part II: Partial Least Square Based Structural Equation
Modeling (PLS SEM)o Basic concepts, the underlying assumption and theoretical
backgrounds o The variables' relationship model as the departure of using the
PLS SEMo Application in Data Analysis: it will expose several models, such as
an exogenous and endogenous variable model, an exogenous and endogenous
variable model with the intervening variable; and an exogenous and endogenous
variable model with moderation.* The Differences and Similarities between CB
SEM and PLS SEM* The examples are taken from the actual research models. *
Exercises
This popular text provides an accessible guide to the application, interpretation,
and pitfalls of structural equation modeling (SEM). Reviewed are fundamental
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statistical concepts--such as correlation, regressions, data preparation and
screening, path analysis, and confirmatory factor analysis--as well as more
advanced methods, including the evaluation of nonlinear effects, measurement
models and structural regression models, latent growth models, and multilevel
SEM. The companion Web page offers data and program syntax files for many of
the research examples, electronic overheads that can be downloaded and
printed by instructors or students, and links to SEM-related resources.
Readers who want a less mathematical alternative to the EQS manual will find
exactly what they're looking for in this practical text. Written specifically for those
with little to no knowledge of structural equation modeling (SEM) or EQS, the
author's goal is to provide a non-mathematical introduction to the basic concepts
of SEM by applying these principles to EQS, Version 6.1. The book clearly
demonstrates a wide variety of SEM/EQS applications that include confirmatory
factor analytic and full latent variable models. Written in a "user-friendly" style,
the author "walks" the reader through the varied steps involved in the process of
testing SEM models: model specification and estimation, assessment of model
fit, EQS output, and interpretation of findings. Each of the book's applications is
accompanied by: a statement of the hypothesis being tested, a schematic
representation of the model, explanations of the EQS input and output files, tips
on how to use the pull-down menus, and the data file upon which the application
is based. The book carefully works through applications starting with relatively
simple single group analyses, through to more advanced applications, such as a
multi-group, latent growth curve, and multilevel modeling. The new edition
features: many new applications that include a latent growth curve model, a
multilevel model, a second-order model based on categorical data, a missing
data multigroup model based on the EM algorithm, and the testing for latent
mean differences related to a higher-order model; a CD enclosed with the book
that includes all application data; vignettes illustrating procedural and/or data
management tasks; and description of how to build models both interactively
using the BUILD-EQ interface and graphically using the EQS Diagrammer.
Using detailed, empirical examples, Structural Equation Modeling, Second
Edition, presents a thorough and sophisticated treatment of the foundations of
structural equation modeling (SEM). It also demonstrates how SEM can provide
a unique lens on the problems social and behavioral scientists face. Intended
Audience While the book assumes some knowledge and background in statistics,
it guides readers through the foundations and critical assumptions of SEM in an
easy-to-understand manner.
Analysis of Ordinal Categorical Data Alan Agresti Statistical Science Now has its
first coordinated manual of methods for analyzing ordered categorical data. This
book discusses specialized models that, unlike standard methods underlying
nominal categorical data, efficiently use the information on ordering. It begins
with an introduction to basic descriptive and inferential methods for categorical
data, and then gives thorough coverage of the most current developments, such
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as loglinear and logit models for ordinal data. Special emphasis is placed on
interpretation and application of methods and contains an integrated comparison
of the available strategies for analyzing ordinal data. This is a case study work
with illuminating examples taken from across the wide spectrum of ordinal
categorical applications. 1984 (0 471-89055-3) 287 pp. Regression Diagnostics
Identifying Influential Data and Sources of Collinearity David A. Belsley, Edwin
Kuh and Roy E. Welsch This book provides the practicing statistician and
econometrician with new tools for assessing the quality and reliability of
regression estimates. Diagnostic techniques are developed that aid in the
systematic location of data points that are either unusual or inordinately
influential; measure the presence and intensity of collinear relations among the
regression data and help to identify the variables involved in each; and pinpoint
the estimated coefficients that are potentially most adversely affected. The
primary emphasis of these contributions is on diagnostics, but suggestions for
remedial action are given and illustrated. 1980 (0 471-05856-4) 292 pp. Applied
Regression Analysis Second Edition Norman Draper and Harry Smith Featuring
a significant expansion of material reflecting recent advances, here is a complete
and up-to-date introduction to the fundamentals of regression analysis, focusing
on understanding the latest concepts and applications of these methods. The
authors thoroughly explore the fitting and checking of both linear and nonlinear
regression models, using small or large data sets and pocket or high-speed
computing equipment. Features added to this Second Edition include the
practical implications of linear regression; the Durbin-Watson test for serial
correlation; families of transformations; inverse, ridge, latent root and robust
regression; and nonlinear growth models. Includes many new exercises and
worked examples. 1981 (0 471-02995-5) 709 pp.
Structural equation modeling (SEM) has become one of the most important
statistical procedures in the social and behavioral sciences. This easy-tounderstand guide makes SEM accessible to all users, even those whose training
in statistics is limited or who have never used SAS. It gently guides users through
the basics of using SAS and shows how to perform some of the most
sophisticated data-analysis procedures used by researchers: exploratory factor
analysis, path analysis, confirmatory factor analysis, and structural equation
modeling. It shows how to perform analyses with user-friendly PROC CALIS, and
offers solutions for problems often encountered in real-world research. This
second edition contains new material on sample-size estimation for path analysis
and structural equation modeling. In a single user-friendly volume, students and
researchers will find all the information they need in order to master SAS basics
before moving on to factor analysis, path analysis, and other advanced statistical
procedures.
This book ist intended to serve as a guide to the priciples, assumptions,
strenghts, limitations, and applications of structural equation modeling (SEM) for
researchers and students who do not have extensive quantitative backgrounds.
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Some familiarity with basic concepts such as correlation is assumed, but higher
levels of statistical knowledge are not requiered. Accordingly, the presentation is
conceptually rather than mathematically oriented, the use of formulas and
symbols is kept to a minimum, and many examples are offered of the application
of SEM to a wide variety of research problems in psychology, education, and
health sciences, among other areas. This book also has a home page on the
Internet (www.guilford.com --> Kline).
Advanced Issues in Partial Least Squares Structural Equation Modeling provides
a practical and applied description of advanced issues in PLS-SEM relevant for
students, professors and applied researchers. Authors Joseph F. Hair, Jr., Marko
Sarstedt, Christian Ringle, Siegfried P. Gudergan combine simple explanations of
complex statistical concepts with examples and case studies that readers can
follow using datasets available with the book. Furthermore, instead of providing
technical descriptions of the concepts with a multitude of formulae, the book will
focus on the appropriate analysis of data and interpretation of outputs. Many of
the examples are based on the SmartPLS software, created and maintained by
the authors. The book is easy to use for both independent and guided learning,
including numerous graphs, tables, illustrations, multiple downloadable datasets
(provided on a companion website), exercises, and further readings. Where
appropriate, supplementary analyses and data management steps are illustrated
using SPSS. Other unique features include the following: This is one of first
applied textbooks on advanced issues in PLS-SEM, and thus be the first mover
in this space. There currently is not other book on this topic. PLS-SEM is
illustrated using the same case and database throughout the book. This
facilitates consistency in the issues associated with the example and enhance
learning. Rules of Thumb provide guidelines to authors preparing manuscripts for
publication in peer-reviewed journals. The text includes a brief review of basic
concepts for the application of PLS-SEM. The advanced topics are covered in a
manner that clearly demonstrates how students and researchers can apply the
techniques to their research problems, and accurately interpret the results.
Examples of some advanced topics include mediated moderation, unobserved
heterogeneity, higher-order component models, suppressor effects, multi-group
analyses, and so forth. The text will have teaching supplements such as
Microsoft PowerPoint slides and an instructor's manual. The book's website will
include instructions on how to apply the techniques using the popular software
packages. Guidelines on what and how to interpret the findings will be included in
text discussions and teaching supplements.
Structural equation models (SEMs) refer to a broad class of statistical models
that have two components: a measurement component that relates latent (or
unobserved) variables to observed indicators and a structural component that
captures direct effects, if any, of latent or observed variables on each other. As
such, SEMs provide a framework for addressing measurement error and for
specifying systems of equations that correspond with theory. This entry provides
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an overview of SEMs that focuses on the general SEM and the process involved
in an SEM analysis. A typical SEM analysis unfolds in five steps. The first step
involves model specification in which an analyst brings theory and substantive
knowledge to decide on the structure of the model. The second step involves
assessing whether the specified model is identified. Once a model is identified,
the third step is to estimate the parameters using one of the several estimators
available for SEMs. The fourth step includes examining the fit of the model, both
overall and in components, and relative to alternative models if desired. In many
cases, initial models turn out to have poor fit with the structure of the data and
thus the fifth step concerns respecification or considering alternative models that
may have better fit. This entry concludes with a brief discussion of three
particularly notable extensions of the general SEM: the incorporation of
categorical endogenous observed variables, the specification of categorical latent
variables, and the use of SEMs with longitudinal data.
You are welcome to the Second Edition of Structural Equation Modelling (SEM)
Made Easy for Business and Social Science Research Using SPSS and Amos.
This book seeks to provide a simple practical guide to conducting quantitative
data analysis. First, it presents an overview of quantitative research, by
explaining different types of variables and the formulation and testing of
hypotheses. Second, it presents the rubrics for designing quantitative
questionnaires, explains sampling and illustrates how to determine sample size.
Third, the book also explains descriptive statistics and how to conduct and
present descriptive statistics in a research write-up. Fourth, it provides a step by
step process to carrying out exploratory factor analysis and procedures for
interpreting related outputs from the statistical software package, SPSS. Fifth, it
teaches how to establish reliability and validity in quantitative research. Finally,
the book explains the basics of Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) and
demonstrates the two-step approach to SEM analysis, the foundational concepts
of measurement models, structural models, Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA)
and Path Analysis (PA). It also teaches how to run SEM analysis using Amos,
and how to interpret the resulting output. This Second Edition also explains how
to perform Heterotrait-Monotrait (HTMT) analysis (in Microsoft Excel) and how to
choose between exploratory factor analysis and confirmatory factor analysis for
SEM. This book is essential for anyone involved in business and social science
research. Its purpose is not to create a 'one best format', but to offer a practical
guide in analyzing quantitative data and presenting such analysis in research
papers, long essays, theses and dissertations.
With the availability of software programs, such as LISREL, EQS, and AMOS,
modelling (SEM) techniques have become a popular tool for formalized
presentation of the hypothesized relationships underlying correlational research
and test for the plausibility of the hypothesizing for a particular data set. However,
the popularity of these techniques has often led to misunderstandings of them
and even their misuse, particularly by students exposed to them for the first time.
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Through the use of careful narrative explanation, Maruyama's text describes the
logic underlying SEM approaches, describes how SEM approaches relate to
techniques like regression and factor analysis, analyzes the strengths and
shortcomings of SEM as compared to alternative methodologies, and explores
the various methodologies for analyzing structural equation data. In addition,
Maruyama provides carefully constructed exercises both within and at the end of
chapters.
In this book, authors Tenko Raykov and George A. Marcoulides introduce
students to the basics of structural equation modeling (SEM) through a
conceptual, nonmathematical approach. For ease of understanding, the few
mathematical formulas presented are used in a conceptual or illustrative nature,
rather than a computational one. Featuring examples from EQS, LISREL, and
Mplus, A First Course in Structural Equation Modeling is an excellent beginner’s
guide to learning how to set up input files to fit the most commonly used types of
structural equation models with these programs. The basic ideas and methods
for conducting SEM are independent of any particular software. Highlights of the
Second Edition include: • Review of latent change (growth) analysis models at an
introductory level • Coverage of the popular Mplus program • Updated examples
of LISREL and EQS • Downloadable resources that contains all of the text’s
LISREL, EQS, and Mplus examples. A First Course in Structural Equation
Modeling is intended as an introductory book for students and researchers in
psychology, education, business, medicine, and other applied social, behavioral,
and health sciences with limited or no previous exposure to SEM. A prerequisite
of basic statistics through regression analysis is recommended. The book
frequently draws parallels between SEM and regression, making this prior
knowledge helpful.
This practical introduction to second-order and growth mixture models using
Mplus introduces simple and complex techniques through incremental steps. The
authors extend latent growth curves to second-order growth curve and mixture
models and then combine the two. To maximize understanding, each model is
presented with basic structural equations, figures with associated syntax that
highlight what the statistics mean, Mplus applications, and an interpretation of
results. Examples from a variety of disciplines demonstrate the use of the models
and exercises allow readers to test their understanding of the techniques. A
comprehensive introduction to confirmatory factor analysis, latent growth curve
modeling, and growth mixture modeling is provided so the book can be used by
readers of various skill levels. The book’s datasets are available on the web.
Highlights include: -Illustrative examples using Mplus 7.4 include conceptual
figures, Mplus program syntax, and an interpretation of results to show readers
how to carry out the analyses with actual data. -Exercises with an answer key
allow readers to practice the skills they learn. -Applications to a variety of
disciplines appeal to those in the behavioral, social, political, educational,
occupational, business, and health sciences. -Data files for all the illustrative
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examples and exercises at www.routledge.com/9781138925151 allow readers to
test their understanding of the concepts. -Point to Remember boxes aid in reader
comprehension or provide in-depth discussions of key statistical or theoretical
concepts. Part 1 introduces basic structural equation modeling (SEM) as well as
first- and second-order growth curve modeling. The book opens with the basic
concepts from SEM, possible extensions of conventional growth curve models,
and the data and measures used throughout the book. The subsequent chapters
in part 1 explain the extensions. Chapter 2 introduces conventional modeling of
multidimensional panel data, including confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and
growth curve modeling, and its limitations. The logical and theoretical extension
of a CFA to a second-order growth curve, known as curve-of-factors model
(CFM), are explained in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 illustrates the estimation and
interpretation of unconditional and conditional CFMs. Chapter 5 presents the
logical and theoretical extension of a parallel process model to a second-order
growth curve, known as factor-of-curves model (FCM). Chapter 6 illustrates the
estimation and interpretation of unconditional and conditional FCMs. Part 2
reviews growth mixture modeling including unconditional growth mixture
modeling (Ch. 7) and conditional growth mixture models (Ch. 8). How to extend
second-order growth curves (curve-of-factors and factor-of-curves models) to
growth mixture models is highlighted in Chapter 9. Ideal as a supplement for use
in graduate courses on (advanced) structural equation, multilevel, longitudinal, or
latent variable modeling, latent growth curve and mixture modeling, factor
analysis, multivariate statistics, or advanced quantitative techniques (methods)
taught in psychology, human development and family studies, business,
education, health, and social sciences, this book’s practical approach also
appeals to researchers. Prerequisites include a basic knowledge of intermediate
statistics and structural equation modeling.
Developed by the authors, generalized structured component analysis is an
alternative to two longstanding approaches to structural equation modeling:
covariance structure analysis and partial least squares path modeling.
Generalized structured component analysis allows researchers to evaluate the
adequacy of a model as a whole, compare a model to alternative specifications,
and conduct complex analyses in a straightforward manner. Generalized
Structured Component Analysis: A Component-Based Approach to Structural
Equation Modeling provides a detailed account of this novel statistical
methodology and its various extensions. The authors present the theoretical
underpinnings of generalized structured component analysis and demonstrate
how it can be applied to various empirical examples. The book enables
quantitative methodologists, applied researchers, and practitioners to grasp the
basic concepts behind this new approach and apply it to their own research. The
book emphasizes conceptual discussions throughout while relegating more
technical intricacies to the chapter appendices. Most chapters compare
generalized structured component analysis to partial least squares path modeling
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to show how the two component-based approaches differ when addressing an
identical issue. The authors also offer a free, online software program (GeSCA)
and an Excel-based software program (XLSTAT) for implementing the basic
features of generalized structured component analysis.
This comprehensive resource reviews structural equation modeling (SEM)
strategies for longitudinal data to help readers see which modeling options are
available for which hypotheses. The author demonstrates how SEM is related to
other longitudinal data techniques throughout. By exploring connections between
models, readers gain a better understanding of when to choose one analysis
over another. The book explores basic models to sophisticated ones including
the statistical and conceptual underpinnings that are the building blocks of the
analyses. Accessibly written, research examples from the behavioral and social
sciences and results interpretations are provided throughout. The emphasis is on
concepts and practical guidance for applied research rather than on
mathematical proofs. New terms are highlighted and defined in the glossary.
Figures are included for every model along with detailed discussions of model
specification and implementation issues. Each chapter also includes examples of
each model type, comment sections that provide practical guidance, model
extensions, and recommended readings. Highlights include: Covers the major
SEM approaches to longitudinal analysis in one resource. Explores connections
between longitudinal SEM models to enhance integration. Numerous examples
that help readers match research questions to appropriate analyses and interpret
results. Reviews practical issues related to model specification and estimation to
reinforce connections. Analyzes continuous and discrete (binary and ordinal)
variables throughout for breadth not found in other sources. Reviews key SEM
concepts for those who need a refresher (Ch. 1). Emphasizes how to apply and
interpret each model through realistic data examples. Provides the book’s data
sets at www.longitudinalsem.com along with the Mplus and R-lavaan syntax used
to generate the results. Introduces the LISREL notation system used throughout
(Appendix A). The chapters can be read out of order but it is best to read
chapters 1 – 4 first because most of the later chapters refer back to them. The
book opens with a review of latent variables and analysis of binary and ordinal
variables. Chapter 2 applies this information to assessing longitudinal
measurement invariance. SEM tests of dependent means and proportions over
time points are explored in Chapter 3, and stability and change, difference
scores, and lagged regression are covered in Chapter 4. The remaining chapters
are each devoted to one major type of longitudinal SEM -- repeated measures
analysis models, full cross-lagged panel models and simplex models, modeling
stability with state-trait models, linear and nonlinear growth curve models, latent
difference score models, latent transition analysis, time series analysis, survival
analysis, and attrition. Missing data is discussed in the context of many of the
preceding models in Chapter 13. Ideal for graduate courses on longitudinal (data)
analysis, advanced SEM, longitudinal SEM, and/or advanced data (quantitative)
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analysis taught in the behavioral, social, and health sciences, this text also
appeals to researchers in these fields. Intended for those without an extensive
math background, prerequisites include familiarity with basic SEM. Matrix algebra
is avoided in all but a few places.
Structural Equation Modeling can be known as SEM is the Second Generation
Statistical Method to determine the inter-relationship among variabes in a model. This
technique can be obtain using AMOS, MPLUS, EQS and others. However, the author is
interest to apply AMOS since this package is one of the newest software developed.
The strength of this book is to ease the readers in various field to apply this method on
their study besides the formula is also given. In this instance, the author intend to
modeling the multigroup moderated mediation using structural equation modeling in
order to achieve the objective research using real examples. In other words, a step by
step approach to Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) and explanation for all related
procedures is provided. Hopefully, this book would be of great help to the readers in
their scholarly endeavor.
This largely nontechnical volume reviews some of the major issues facing researchers
who wish to use structural equation modeling. Individual chapters present recent
developments on specification, estimation and testing, statistical power, software
comparisons and analyzing multitrait/multimethod data. Numerous examples of
applications are given and attention is paid to the underlying philosophy of structural
equation modeling and to writing up results from structural equation modeling analyses.
Presents a novel approach to conducting meta–analysis using structural equation
modeling. Structural equation modeling (SEM) and meta–analysis are two powerful
statistical methods in the educational, social, behavioral, and medical sciences. They
are often treated as two unrelated topics in the literature. This book presents a unified
framework on analyzing meta–analytic data within the SEM framework, and illustrates
how to conduct meta–analysis using the metaSEM package in the R statistical
environment. Meta–Analysis: A Structural Equation Modeling Approach begins by
introducing the importance of SEM and meta–analysis in answering research questions.
Key ideas in meta–analysis and SEM are briefly reviewed, and various meta–analytic
models are then introduced and linked to the SEM framework. Fixed–, random–, and
mixed–effects models in univariate and multivariate meta–analyses, three–level
meta–analysis, and meta–analytic structural equation modeling, are introduced.
Advanced topics, such as using restricted maximum likelihood estimation method and
handling missing covariates, are also covered. Readers will learn a single framework to
apply both meta–analysis and SEM. Examples in R and in Mplus are included. This
book will be a valuable resource for statistical and academic researchers and graduate
students carrying out meta–analyses, and will also be useful to researchers and
statisticians using SEM in biostatistics. Basic knowledge of either SEM or
meta–analysis will be helpful in understanding the materials in this book.
Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) is a statistical approach to testing hypothesis about
the relationships among observed and latent variables. The use of SEM in research has
increased in psychology, sociology, and economics in recent years. In particular
educational researchers try to obtain the complete image of the process of education
through the measurement of personality differences, learning environment, motivation
levels and host of other variables that affect the teaching and learning process. With the
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use of survey instruments and interviews with students, teachers and other
stakeholders as a lens, educators can assess and gain valuable information about the
social ecology of the classrooms that could help in improving the instructional
approach, classroom management and the learning organizations. A considerable
number of research have been conducted to identify the factors and interactions
between students’ characteristics, personal preferences, affective traits, study skills,
and various other factors that could help in better educational performance. In recent
years, educational researchers use Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) as a statistical
technique to explore the complex and dynamic nature of interactions in educational
research and practice. SEM is becoming a powerful analytical tool and making
methodological advances in multivariate analysis. This book presents the collective
works on concepts, methodologies and applications of SEM in educational research
and practice. The anthology of current research described in this book will be a
valuable resource for the next generation educational practitioners.
A reference guide for applications of SEM using Mplus Structural Equation Modeling:
Applications Using Mplus is intended as both a teaching resource and a reference
guide. Written in non-mathematical terms, this book focuses on the conceptual and
practical aspects of Structural Equation Modeling (SEM). Basic concepts and examples
of various SEM models are demonstrated along with recently developed advanced
methods, such as mixture modeling and model-based power analysis and sample size
estimate for SEM. The statistical modeling program, Mplus, is also featured and
provides researchers with a flexible tool to analyze their data with an easy-to-use
interface and graphical displays of data and analysis results. Key features: Presents a
useful reference guide for applications of SEM whilst systematically demonstrating
various advanced SEM models, such as multi-group and mixture models using Mplus.
Discusses and demonstrates various SEM models using both cross-sectional and
longitudinal data with both continuous and categorical outcomes. Provides step-by-step
instructions of model specification and estimation, as well as detail interpretation of
Mplus results. Explores different methods for sample size estimate and statistical power
analysis for SEM. By following the examples provided in this book, readers will be able
to build their own SEM models using Mplus. Teachers, graduate students, and
researchers in social sciences and health studies will also benefit from this book.
Structural Equation ModelingA Second Course (2nd ed.)IAP
Structural Equation Modeling is a statistical method increasingly used in scientific
studies in the fields of Social Sciences. It is currently a preferred analysis method,
especially in doctoral dissertations and academic researches. Many universities do not
include this method in the curriculum, so students and scholars try to solve these
problems using books and internet resources. This book aims to guide the researcher
in a way that is free from math expressions. It teaches the steps of a research program
using structured equality modeling practically. For students writing theses and scholars
preparing academic articles, this book aims to analyze systematically the methodology
of studies conducted using structural equation modeling methods in the social sciences.
In as simple language as possible, it conveys basic information. It consists of two parts:
the first gives basic concepts of structural equation modeling, and the second gives
examples of applications.
Structural equation modeling (SEM) has become one of the most important statistical
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procedures in the social and behavioral sciences. This easy-to-understand guide
makes SEM accessible to all users?even those whose training in statistics is limited or
who have never used SAS. It gently guides users through the basics of using SAS and
shows how to perform some of the most sophisticated data-analysis procedures used
by researchers: exploratory factor analysis, path analysis, confirmatory factor analysis,
and structural equation modeling. It shows how to perform analyses with user-friendly
PROC CALIS, and offers solutions for problems often encountered in real-world
research. This second edition contains new material on sample-size estimation for path
analysis and structural equation modeling. In a single user-friendly volume, students
and researchers will find all the information they need in order to master SAS basics
before moving on to factor analysis, path analysis, and other advanced statistical
procedures.SAS Products and Releases: SAS/STAT: 9.3_M1, 9.3, 9.22, 9.21_M1,
9.21, 9.2, 9.1.3, 9.1.2, 9.1, 9.0, 8.2, 8.1, 8.01, 8.00, 8.0, 7.01, 6.12, 6.11, 6.10, 6.09,
6.08, 6.07, 6.06, 6.04, 6.03, 6.02, 12.1 Operating Systems: All

A Primer on Partial Least Squares Structural Equation Modeling (PLS-SEM) by
Joseph F. Hair, Jr., G. Tomas M. Hult, Christian Ringle, and Marko Sarstedt is a
practical guide that provides concise instructions on how to use partial least
squares structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM), an evolving statistical
technique, to conduct research and obtain solutions. Featuring the latest
research, new examples using the SmartPLS software, and expanded
discussions throughout, the Second Edition is designed to be easily understood
by those with limited statistical and mathematical training who want to pursue
research opportunities in new ways.
This comprehensive Second Edition offers readers a complete guide to carrying
out research projects involving structural equation modeling (SEM). Updated to
include extensive analysis of AMOS' graphical interface, a new chapter on latent
curve models and detailed explanations of the structural equation modeling
process, this second edition is the ideal guide for those new to the field. The book
includes: Learning objectives, key concepts and questions for further discussion
in each chapter. Helpful diagrams and screenshots to expand on concepts
covered in the texts. Real life examples from a variety of disciplines to show how
SEM is applied in real research contexts. Exercises for each chapter on an
accompanying companion website. A new glossary. Assuming no previous
experience of the subject, and a minimum of mathematical knowledge, this is the
ideal guide for those new to SEM and an invaluable companion for students
taking introductory SEM courses in any discipline. Niels J. Blunch was formerly in
the Department of Marketing and Statistics at the University of Aarhus, Denmark
Structural equation modelling (SEM) is a technique that is used to estimate,
analyse and test models that specify relationships among variables. The ability to
conduct such analyses is essential for many problems in ecology and
evolutionary biology. This book begins by explaining the theory behind the
statistical methodology, including chapters on conceptual issues, the
implementation of an SEM study and the history of the development of SEM. The
second section provides examples of analyses on biological data including multiPage 12/17
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group models, means models, P-technique and time-series. The final section of
the book deals with computer applications and contrasts three popular SEM
software packages. Aimed specifically at biological researchers and graduate
students, this book will serve as valuable resource for both learning and teaching
the SEM methodology. Moreover, data sets and programs that are presented in
the book can also be downloaded from a website to assist the learning process.
Sponsored by the American Educational Research Association's Special Interest
Group for Educational Statisticians This volume is the second edition of Hancock
and Mueller’s highly-successful 2006 volume, with all of the original chapters
updated as well as four new chapters. The second edition, like the first, is
intended to serve as a didactically-oriented resource for graduate students and
research professionals, covering a broad range of advanced topics often not
discussed in introductory courses on structural equation modeling (SEM). Such
topics are important in furthering the understanding of foundations and
assumptions underlying SEM as well as in exploring SEM, as a potential tool to
address new types of research questions that might not have arisen during a first
course. Chapters focus on the clear explanation and application of topics, rather
than on analytical derivations, and contain materials from popular SEM software.
"This text aims to provide readers with a nonmathematical introduction to the
basic concepts associated with structural equation modeling, and to illustrate its
basic applications using the Mplus program"--Provided by publisher.
Designed to help beginners estimate and test structural equation modeling (SEM)
using the EQS approach, this book demonstrates a variety of SEM//EQS
applications that include both partial factor analytic and full latent variable
models. Beginning with an overview of the basic concepts of SEM and the EQS
program, the author works through applications starting with a single sample
approach to more advanced applications, such as a multi-sample approach. The
book concludes with a section on using EQS for modeling with Windows.
This book provides clear instructions to researchers on how to apply Structural
Equation Models (SEMs) for analyzing the inter relationships between observed
and latent variables. Basic and Advanced Bayesian Structural Equation Modeling
introduces basic and advanced SEMs for analyzing various kinds of complex
data, such as ordered and unordered categorical data, multilevel data, mixture
data, longitudinal data, highly non-normal data, as well as some of their
combinations. In addition, Bayesian semiparametric SEMs to capture the true
distribution of explanatory latent variables are introduced, whilst SEM with a
nonparametric structural equation to assess unspecified functional relationships
among latent variables are also explored. Statistical methodologies are
developed using the Bayesian approach giving reliable results for small samples
and allowing the use of prior information leading to better statistical results.
Estimates of the parameters and model comparison statistics are obtained via
powerful Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods in statistical computing. Introduces
the Bayesian approach to SEMs, including discussion on the selection of prior
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distributions, and data augmentation. Demonstrates how to utilize the recent
powerful tools in statistical computing including, but not limited to, the Gibbs
sampler, the Metropolis-Hasting algorithm, and path sampling for producing
various statistical results such as Bayesian estimates and Bayesian model
comparison statistics in the analysis of basic and advanced SEMs. Discusses the
Bayes factor, Deviance Information Criterion (DIC), and $L_\nu$-measure for
Bayesian model comparison. Introduces a number of important generalizations of
SEMs, including multilevel and mixture SEMs, latent curve models and
longitudinal SEMs, semiparametric SEMs and those with various types of
discrete data, and nonparametric structural equations. Illustrates how to use the
freely available software WinBUGS to produce the results. Provides numerous
real examples for illustrating the theoretical concepts and computational
procedures that are presented throughout the book. Researchers and advanced
level students in statistics, biostatistics, public health, business, education,
psychology and social science will benefit from this book.
This practical introduction helps readers apply multilevel techniques to their
research. Noted as an accessible introduction, the book also includes advanced
extensions, making it useful as both an introduction and as a reference to
students, researchers, and methodologists. Basic models and examples are
discussed in non-technical terms with an emphasis on understanding the
methodological and statistical issues involved in using these models. The
estimation and interpretation of multilevel models is demonstrated using realistic
examples from various disciplines. For example, readers will find data sets on
stress in hospitals, GPA scores, survey responses, street safety, epilepsy,
divorce, and sociometric scores, to name a few. The data sets are available on
the website in SPSS, HLM, MLwiN, LISREL and/or Mplus files. Readers are
introduced to both the multilevel regression model and multilevel structural
models. Highlights of the second edition include: Two new chapters—one on
multilevel models for ordinal and count data (Ch. 7) and another on multilevel
survival analysis (Ch. 8). Thoroughly updated chapters on multilevel structural
equation modeling that reflect the enormous technical progress of the last few
years. The addition of some simpler examples to help the novice, whilst the more
complex examples that combine more than one problem have been retained. A
new section on multivariate meta-analysis (Ch. 11). Expanded discussions of
covariance structures across time and analyzing longitudinal data where no trend
is expected. Expanded chapter on the logistic model for dichotomous data and
proportions with new estimation methods. An updated website at
http://www.joophox.net/ with data sets for all the text examples and up-to-date
screen shots and PowerPoint slides for instructors. Ideal for introductory courses
on multilevel modeling and/or ones that introduce this topic in some detail taught
in a variety of disciplines including: psychology, education, sociology, the health
sciences, and business. The advanced extensions also make this a favorite
resource for researchers and methodologists in these disciplines. A basic
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understanding of ANOVA and multiple regression is assumed. The section on
multilevel structural equation models assumes a basic understanding of SEM.
This book presents an introduction to structural equation modeling (SEM) and facilitates
the access of students and researchers in various scientific fields to this powerful
statistical tool. It offers a didactic initiation to SEM as well as to the open-source
software, lavaan, and the rich and comprehensive technical features it offers. Structural
Equation Modeling with lavaan thus helps the reader to gain autonomy in the use of
SEM to test path models and dyadic models, perform confirmatory factor analyses and
estimate more complex models such as general structural models with latent variables
and latent growth models. SEM is approached both from the point of view of its process
(i.e. the different stages of its use) and from the point of view of its product (i.e. the
results it generates and their reading).
The first comprehensive structural equation modeling (SEM) handbook, this accessible
volume presents both the mechanics of SEM and specific SEM strategies and
applications. The editor, contributors, and editorial advisory board are leading
methodologists who have organized the book to move from simpler material to more
statistically complex modeling approaches. Sections cover the foundations of SEM;
statistical underpinnings, from assumptions to model modifications; steps in
implementation, from data preparation through writing the SEM report; and basic and
advanced applications, including new and emerging topics in SEM. Each chapter
provides conceptually oriented descriptions, fully explicated analyses, and engaging
examples that reveal modeling possibilities for use with readers' data. Many of the
chapters also include access to data and syntax files at the companion website,
allowing readers to try their hands at reproducing the authors' results.
"The third edition of A Primer on Partial Least Squares Structural Equation Modeling
(PLS-SEM) guides readers through learning and mastering the techniques of this
approach in clear language. Authors Joseph H. Hair, Jr., G. Tomas M. Hult, Christian
Ringle, and Marko Sarstedt use their years of conducting and teaching research to
communicate the fundamentals of PLS-SEM with limited emphasis on equations and
symbols, instead, explaining the details in straightforward language. A running case
study on corporate reputation follows the different steps in this technique so readers
can better understand the research applications. Learning objectives, review and critical
thinking questions, and key terms help readers cement their knowledge. This edition
has been thoroughly updated, featuring the latest version of the popular software
package SmartPLS 3. New topics have been added throughout the text, including a
thoroughly revised and extended chapter on mediation, recent research on the
foundations of PLS-SEM, distinctions between PLS-SEM and CB-SEM, use with
secondary data, model fit and comparison, information on control variables, sample
size calculations, and more"-Presents a useful guide for applications of SEM whilst systematically demonstrating
various SEM models using Mplus Focusing on the conceptual and practical aspects of
Structural Equation Modeling (SEM), this book demonstrates basic concepts and
examples of various SEM models, along with updates on many advanced methods,
including confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) with categorical items, bifactor model,
Bayesian CFA model, item response theory (IRT) model, graded response model
(GRM), multiple imputation (MI) of missing values, plausible values of latent variables,
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moderated mediation model, Bayesian SEM, latent growth modeling (LGM) with
individually varying times of observations, dynamic structural equation modeling
(DSEM), residual dynamic structural equation modeling (RDSEM), testing
measurement invariance of instrument with categorical variables, longitudinal latent
class analysis (LLCA), latent transition analysis (LTA), growth mixture modeling (GMM)
with covariates and distal outcome, manual implementation of the BCH method and the
three-step method for mixture modeling, Monte Carlo simulation power analysis for
various SEM models, and estimate sample size for latent class analysis (LCA) model.
The statistical modeling program Mplus Version 8.2 is featured with all models updated.
It provides researchers with a flexible tool that allows them to analyze data with an easyto-use interface and graphical displays of data and analysis results. Intended as both a
teaching resource and a reference guide, and written in non-mathematical terms,
Structural Equation Modeling: Applications Using Mplus, 2nd edition provides step-bystep instructions of model specification, estimation, evaluation, and modification.
Chapters cover: Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA); Structural Equation Models
(SEM); SEM for Longitudinal Data; Multi-Group Models; Mixture Models; and Power
Analysis and Sample Size Estimate for SEM. Presents a useful reference guide for
applications of SEM while systematically demonstrating various advanced SEM models
Discusses and demonstrates various SEM models using both cross-sectional and
longitudinal data with both continuous and categorical outcomes Provides step-by-step
instructions of model specification and estimation, as well as detailed interpretation of
Mplus results using real data sets Introduces different methods for sample size
estimate and statistical power analysis for SEM Structural Equation Modeling is an
excellent book for researchers and graduate students of SEM who want to understand
the theory and learn how to build their own SEM models using Mplus.
This bestselling text provides a practical guide to structural equation modeling (SEM)
using the Amos Graphical approach. Using clear, everyday language, the text is ideal
for those with little to no exposure to either SEM or Amos. The author reviews SEM
applications based on actual data taken from her own research. Each chapter "walks"
readers through the steps involved (specification, estimation, evaluation, and post hoc
modification) in testing a variety of SEM models. Accompanying each application is: an
explanation of the issues addressed and a schematic presentation of hypothesized
model structure; Amos input and output with interpretations; use of the Amos toolbar
icons and pull-down menus; and data upon which the model application was based,
together with updated references pertinent to the SEM model tested. Thoroughly
updated throughout, the new edition features: All new screen shots featuring Amos
Version 23. Descriptions and illustrations of Amos’ new Tables View format which
enables the specification of a structural model in spreadsheet form. Key concepts
and/or techniques that introduce each chapter. Alternative approaches to model
analyses when enabled by Amos thereby allowing users to determine the method best
suited to their data. Provides analysis of the same model based on continuous and
categorical data (Ch. 5) thereby enabling readers to observe two ways of specifying
and testing the same model as well as compare results. All applications based on the
Amos graphical mode interface accompanied by more "how to" coverage of graphical
techniques unique to Amos. More explanation of key procedures and analyses that
address questions posed by readers All application data files are available at
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www.routledge.com/9781138797031. The two introductory chapters in Section 1 review
the fundamental concepts of SEM methodology and a general overview of the Amos
program. Section 2 provides single-group analyses applications including two first-order
confirmatory factor analytic (CFA) models, one second-order CFA model, and one full
latent variable model. Section 3 presents multiple-group analyses applications with two
rooted in the analysis of covariance structures and one in the analysis of mean and
covariance structures. Two models that are increasingly popular with SEM practitioners,
construct validity and testing change over time using the latent growth curve, are
presented in Section 4. The book concludes with a review of the use of bootstrapping to
address non-normal data and a review of missing (or incomplete) data in Section 5. An
ideal supplement for graduate level courses in psychology, education, business, and
social and health sciences that cover the fundamentals of SEM with a focus on Amos,
this practical text continues to be a favorite of both researchers and practitioners. A
prerequisite of basic statistics through regression analysis is recommended but no
exposure to either SEM or Amos is required.
This book illustrates the ease with which various features of LISREL 8 and PRELIS 2
can be implemented in addressing research questions that lend themselves to SEM. Its
purpose is threefold: (a) to present a nonmathmatical introduction to basic concepts
associated with SEM, (b) to demonstrate basic applications of SEM using both the DOS
and Windows versions of LISREL 8, as well as both the LISREL and SIMPLIS lexicons,
and (c) to highlight particular features of the LISREL 8 and PRELIS 2 progams that
address important caveats related to SEM analyses. This book is intended neither as a
text on the topic of SEM, nor as a comprehensive review of the many statistical
funcitons available in the LISREL 8 and PRELIS 2 programs. Rather, the intent is to
provide a practical guide to SEM using the LISREL approach. As such, the reader is
"walked through" a diversity of SEM applications that include both factor analytic and
full latent variable models, as well as a variety of data management procedures.
Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) has long been used in social work research, but
the writing on the topic is typically fragmented and highly technical. This pocket guide
fills a major gap in the literature by providing social work researchers and doctoral
students with an accessible synthesis. The authors demonstrate two SEM programs
with distinct user interfaces and capabilities (Amos and Mplus) with enough specificity
that readers can conduct their own analyses without consulting additional resources.
Examples from social work literature highlight best practices for the specification,
estimation, interpretation, and modification of structural equation models. Unlike most
sources on SEM, this book provides clear guidelines on how to evaluate SEM output
and how to proceed when model fit is not acceptable.Oftentimes, confirmatory factor
analysis and general structure modeling are the most flexible, powerful, and appropriate
choices for social work data. Richly illustrated with figures, equations, matrices, and
tables, this pocket guide empowers social workers with a set of defensible analysis
strategies that allows for competent, confident use of SEM.
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